
RFID tags and labels have been used around in our life with rising trend, no matter where you go,
RFID may used there. But someone still have such questions, where RFID tags are used? what are
RFID tags used for? why use RFID tags? And where can I buy RFID tags? If you have such
questions, congratulation! You come to the right place!

Today we will list some hot use RFID tags and see where do they used.

RFID Wristband

RFID Wristband has many kinds of style, silicone, paper, woven, pvc, pp material, which
determined the different application.

Silicone rfid wristband is waterproof, welcomed by water park, spa and hot spring, you don’ t
need take your key for the storage bin, you can say goodbye to pull out your wallet when you
want to have something to eat, do not worry about your wallet drop into water, you even do not
need to take it, just wave your hand, scan the silicone wristband, do everything what you want.

Paper RFID wristband is disposable wristband, which is suitable for hospital, each patient wear a
paper wristband, print some personal information on the surface, once they are recovery, can
through away the paper wristband. Why choose paper one in hospital? Paper is cheaper than
other material, also this is one time used wristband, can not pass to the next patient, or would be
inflected. But you would say, there are some patients should use liquid medicine, paper is not
water proof. that’s a good question! Soft pvc or pp combined with paper are workable, those
two material also used too much in hospital. It’s waterproof and able to print.

How about the woven? Have you ever go to a concert, or event? Everybody wear a woven
wristband with a small pvc tag, print logo and advertising on the tag and woven, after the concert
finished, you can keep it as memory gift, for small event, the holder can recycle those pvc tags for
next time.

RFID wristband also used in bar, parking lot, amusement, hotels and so on, if you want you can
use it anywhere.

RFID Key Fob

Take out your key ring, we can see almost everyone hanging a RFID key fob, every time you back
home or go out you have to use the key fob to open the door, like a door keeper to give you a
safety and peace area.

Animal RFID Tag

Have you ever heard that animals also has an ID tag? Indicated the age, type, hometown, even
living habit, yeah, it’ s animal RFID tag, you can see there is an ear tag on cattle, pig, cow,



according to the different size, ID tag customized with different shapes. From that on, breeder
know more details about animals, can raise the good quality according to collected data. So that
customers can get safety food with tracking system. How about small animals without big enough
ear? We can give them a ring, put on chicken’s and pigeons’ foot, tracking, collecting data, and
choose the best to raise up seed, or select the best pigeon to take part in racing.

RFID Nail Tag

Talked about animals, we have to think about plant, trees. orchardman must want to cultivate
good varieties, but so many tress, which one is better, which one is not so good should be
removed, what’s kind trees should take how much percentage in the limited places. As before
they have no idea. if lucky, they had a good harvest, if not, what they can do only pray for the
next year. If we embody a chip into a plastic nail, then insert the tree, record every years result,
after compared, orchardman can clearly know which trees should be taken place. Not only pray
just do it.

RFID Anti-metal Tag

If you are a manufacturer owner, don’t you think need apply RFID tags? The answer is definitely
yes! Have you ever check your inventory with 20 workers in a whole day? Have you find some
product in your warehouse one by one? Have you encounter the record on the notebook and
reality are not match, you even did not know when and who made this mistake. UHF anti-metal
RFID tag custom-made for solving those problems, stick on the shelf encode in the system, when
you want to find something, just search in the hand hold reader, which can help to find in
seconds. Also can remind you which product is nearly run out, let you make up soon. You see, rfid
tag is a good partner of a manufacturer!

RFID Cable/RFID Seal

When you import many container products from China with all kinds of different items, if you
want to find any product, you have to open it one by one until you find. Much time and labor cost,
you must want to know if there anything can help to see through the container without open it?
Yes, it’ s RFID cable tag or RFID seal can make it. You can ask your supplier encode the
information of product name in the RFID seal when finished package in container, when you
received just scan the RFID seal you can get what’ s inside. This is tag especially helpful for
shipping company.

RFID Garbage Bin Tag

Environment is an important issue, garbage classification attracted more attention nowadays, but
how to get the statistics and make sure transport to the right place must with the help of RFID tag.
So a customized RFID garbage bin tag come out, just insert the garbage bin and encode related
information, when truck come to collect garbage, scan the tag then get all information of the
classification. In this way, the tag also as a manager to supervise workers arrive on time everyday



to make the place clean, I think you also hope such a supervisor in your area.

RFID Laundry Tag

In some public place like hotel, hospital, keep bed sheet clean is particular significant, however, in
those places always missing some sheet or forget washing. If this things happened often, which is
equal to keep your customer outside. Manage the bed sheet is the core to bring your clients back.
Let’s see how?

Stitch an RFID laundry tag on the corner of the bed sheet, before send out to washing scan all
tags, then store in your system about the time, quantity, which laundry and principal. After
finished, you scan them again to check if all information whether match or not.

From the system, you also can see which one has been disinfected and rate of spoiled products,
according to those data file, you know how to improve clients’ experience.

RFID Tire Tag

Michelin tire in the public eye with large output, how do they manage their tires? Applied RFID
tire tag for managing production, tracking, inventory. On one hand, RFID tire tag plays a role of
anti-fake, on the other hand, make it effective on production line.

RFID Price Label

In the supermarket, each product has a price label, when some product start a promotion, have
to rewrite all price one by one, several days late, changed all. Time, labor cost, however, mistakes
can not avoid. RFID price label already brought in some supermarket. Just Put Electronic shelf
label on the shelf, price and information will be changed on computer by wireless transfer. Chain
stores can change the price in the shortest time for all stores, keep accordance with the POS
system, to avoid the price different due to no enough time to change. Totally reduce the
complaint for the price different.

RFID Library Label

Libraries in every country and places with millions of books, how to manage books and provide
readers accurate information is especially important. RFID library label stick on the back of each
book, like a library manager handle books in perfect order and give feedback to the whole system
on time. Scan books in bulk instead of one by one like bar code, save Administrator’s time as
same as borrowers’.

What’s do you see RFID tags in other filed or want to know some application in your industrial,
just leave your comments!
More RFID Products visit: www.zbtechen.com

https://www.zbtechen.com
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